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If you could change one thing in your life 
for the better, what would it be?

Do you want a new level of happiness? A different set of life circumstances? A better 
relationship? The realization of a long term goal?

You name it and you can have it. The steps to getting there can be simple. 

Simple, but not always easy. The weight of your past conditioning can suck you 
down faster than trying to dance on quicksand. On a rainy day. With weights on your 
ankles.

The good news is you can transform that past conditioning because you have a 
powerful tool on your side. Divine Light Vibrations (aka: the creative qualities of 
Unconditional Love). 

This is not la-la land fairy talk. It's practical. Concrete. 

Divine Light Vibrations is the life force that's present in everything. It's always flowing 
through you, waiting to form something concrete. You can direct it to feed the past 
conditioning that's been holding you back. Or you can direct it to transform excess 
mental baggage into emotional freedom... verve... the moxy to get what you want. 

This is where the seven day checklist comes in. 

It’s going to help you shed the binds of that past conditioning and transform it into full 
freedom. No more head trips driven by your Inner Critic that send you into the 
density of past pain and limitations. Rather, you’ll take a voyage on the vibes of 
unlimited Unconditional Love.  

I talk about the 14 Principles for living Unconditional Love in my book, “How to 
Make the Most of Your Earth Experience”. It shows how the alchemy of Divine 
Light Vibrations works.

Once you understand the Principles, it's easy to see how you've been mis-using 
them. And why you don't already have what you want. This checklist will help you 
naturally improve how you use your life force.

Let’s get to the brass tacks. To experience a change in your life, you have to 
change the way you live it. That's a no-brainer.

It all starts with some kind of desire to create and enjoy a new experience. 

Traditional goal setting tells you to…

• Decide what you want.
• Create an action plan.
• Do it.
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There's one key problem with traditional goal setting. It doesn't take into account 
those inner perceptions that can block you. 

Your Inner Critic starts yapping things like, "You can't do that,”...or...

"Who do you think you are?"
"If only..."(insert big sigh).
"It's too hard.”
“I don’t know so I’d better not try.”
"It's not possible."
"I'm not able."
The list goes on.

Your Inner Critic is best at creating unclear thinking so you stay stuck in the safety of 
the past. 

Labels are its favorite box.
Confusion and doubt are its preferred smoke screen.
Procrastination and poor choices often rear their ugly heads as a result.
And you end up living as a mini-version of your fabulous self.

Bottom line, that's you hanging onto the safety of old belief systems that no longer 
serve you. 

It’s time to send your Inner Critic on permanent vacation.

I’m not talking about throwing traditional goal setting out the window, of course. You 
need a goal or you’ll just go around in circles. But it only makes sense to use Divine 
Light Vibrations in ways that go beyond traditional goal setting. 

Because you can.

This simple checklist will help you transform your limiting view about who you are and 
what you’re capable of. You can get what you want without getting bogged down by 
the past. And be gentle with yourself in the process. 

All it requires is some consistent choice. And then allowing the infinite power of Divine 
Light Vibrations do the heavy lifting. 

When you do, the neural pathways in your brain disconnect from their habitual 
patterns. They reconnect in new ways. Your ego-intellect learns to trust a new flow. 
You sail along instead of slog along.

Most people believe that it takes 21 days of consistent choice to change a mental 
habit pattern.

A study by The University College of London recently threw that number out the 
window. It states the average is 66 days. Science Daily says the number can be 
anywhere from 15 to 254 days.
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In actual fact, THERE IS NO MAGIC NUMBER. It all depends.

How big of a change do you want?
How deeply rooted is the old habit pattern?
How much do you truly want a change?
How much do you subconsciously fear change? And so resist it in little ways?
How willing are you to let go of your old way of thinking to make room for the
new?
What do you believe is possible?

Experience with clients—as well as my own experience as I've grown—shows that 
any number can be a double-edged sword. If it seems too big, you won’t start. If it 
seems too short, you dismiss it as impossible. 

Twenty-one days is a popular number because it seems safe. Not too long and not 
too short, right? You jump on board with a resounding "Yeah baby, let's go! Twenty 
one days? Easy peasy."

Then, somewhere along the way, something happens. Your perception shifts, and 
your enthusiasm wanes. Old ways of thinking tempt you to the safe and familiar. Old 
actions follow. Suddenly, twenty-one days seems so dauntingly long. You wonder if 
you’re really up to it.

You know what I'm talking about if you've ever been on a diet that was going 
gangbusters. That is, until the smell of a buttery croissant fresh out of the oven wafted 
through your brain. 

When you're tempted by old habits and beliefs, don't fight it. Think of it as an 
opportunity for personal illumination. It's a perfect time to refine and solidify your new 
choices about what you want. 

Each time you do, your brain synapses disconnect from the old pathways and firm up 
the new ones. 

To help the process, give your Inner Critic a gentle and loving reminder. “That’s the 
old reality, remember? I release it for transformation into illumination and ….(declare 
whatever it is you want).” 

Bottom line, the number of days it takes to transform a limiting belief will be 
unique to you. And that’s a good thing. 

Divine Light Vibrations is unconditional. All-powerful. So growing into the change will 
always happen at a pace that YOU want. It can be almost instantaneous or as slow 
and easy as an extended gondola ride on a balmy Spring day.

It’s your choice. Always. 

It’s also a process of evolution, not revolution. Remember that.
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I'm giving you a SEVEN day checklist so you can take it one day at a time, in short 
spurts. That way, you can refine as you go based on new experiences. If you like the 
results you're getting, reprint or download it again, and do another seven days. (You 
can get another copy under "Resources" in your member's area of 
divinelightvibrations.com).  

Just in case you ever encounter an agitated thought that moans,"But I don't KNOW 
what I want!", take a PAUSE. That's your Inner Critic driving you in circles.

You’re the only one who does know. It's written in your heart of hearts. So go listen to 
what’s in there. Doing the steps on the checklist will help you. 

Make this your goal: Discern what it is you want. 

I just spoke with a woman whose face glowed with inner serenity. It took some time and 
gentle attention to recognize what she wanted. Her past conditioning had created a 
solid wall against giving herself permission to know.  

Her Inner Critic was queen of espousing these core beliefs from her family upbringing:

Any job is better than no job, much less a dream job.
If you reach too far, you'll get knocked down so it's better to stay safe and toe the
line.
If nobody else in the family lived their dreams, then why should she?

Thanks to using Divine Light Vibrations in new ways, the voice of her Inner Critic got 
with the program. Emotional illumination has replaced the old tapes. 

Now, she does know what she wants, and the pieces of her life puzzle are falling into 
place. She's got the inner fire necessary to create the life SHE wants to live. Not the 
one programmed by her past conditioning.

Back to your story.
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Are you ready to get what you want?

Fill in the blanks. Take the steps. Enjoy the results.

Rinse and repeat as necessary.

First, a little old-fashioned goal setting with a twist. Suggestion: start simple.

t o yo  t
State it in the positive. ivine ight is unconditional and doesn t process concepts
like, “I don t want...” It's better to say, "I want..." and go from there.

 t r  so  o  t  t s yo r r r t  s ys o t why you 
can't have it  Or why it will be too doggone difficult to try? dd to this 
as new insights come to you.

y o t yo  r y  t
hat s important are the limiting beliefs that hold you back from taking the right action s .
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Now to the juicy part: 

Transform those limiting perceptions. Because you can.

Here are your three simple steps. On the next page, you’ll find your 7 day checklist.

1. Do the Basic Activation of Divine Light Vibrations guided meditation
every day.

This is key to shifting focus away from your Inner Critic and towards your Divine Soul 
knowing. Nine minutes a day will activate newer and more refined vibrations in you. You'll 
get the job done much faster and you'll love the sense of inner peace.

You’ll find the guided meditation under “Active Resources” inside your Member’s Area on 
divinelightvibrations.com.

CLICK HERE if you haven’t yet created a sign-in name and personal password.

In the future, you’ll sign into your Member’s Area by going to divinelightvibrations.com and 
clicking on FREE LOGIN in the menu bar. Or you can bookmark the meditation page and it’ll 
ask you to sign in from there.

2. Choose a limiting belief that your Inner Critic generally spouts, and
that you’re ready to let go of.

At the end of the meditation, you’ll ask Divine Light Vibrations to transform that limitation into 
emotional freedom and illumination. Let go and let yourself sink into the transformation. 
Enjoy the sensations. 

Attention: The more you let go, the more luxurious the vibrations. You’re going to love the 
feeling.

3. Afterwards, choose one action that you’ll take TODAY to facilitate the
change you want.

Set yourself up to win. Keep it simple. Consistent simple steps will get you there faster than 
big dramatic ones. They give you and your brain synapses a chance to grow into a new way 
of thinking and feeling. Plus, they don’t require as much effort.

Remember, your Divine Soul will be guiding you. The meditation automatically helps 
you focus in that direction. So if the answers don't come to you right away, stay open. They 
WILL come.

Next up: Your checklist. 
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Your 7 Day Checklist in 3 Simple Steps.
Fill in the blanks. Step into getting what you want. Have fun!

7 Day Gesired result:

1. Basic Activation of
Divine Light Vibrations
guided meditation.
(Check when done.)

2. Old perception,
belief, and/or habit
pattern released.

3. What one action will
you take today to
facilitate the change
you want?

Day 1

What did you learn?

Day 2

What did you learn?

Day 3

What did you learn?

Day 4

How are you growing?

Day 5

How are you growing?

Day 6

How are you growing?

Day 7

How do you feel better 
about yourself?

Refine your focus: What do you want for the next 7 days?

Desired Result:

ate ⬇ ⬇ ⬇⬇
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THE MORE YOU KNOW, THE EASIER IT GOES. 
(An unabashed advertisement of 3 more resources you can tap into.)

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR EARTH 
EXPERIENCE—14 Principles for Living 
Unconditional Love.

Written with a non-denominational fictional premise that 
it’s a guidebook for Divine Souls visiting Earth makes this 
book fun and easy to read.  
Still… The 14 Principles of Unconditional Love—what are 
they, how they work, and how to use them for your 
highest good—are anything but fictional. They’re super 
concrete and usable at any time of the day, in any 
situation, no matter how far along you are in your spiritual 
awareness. Examples and action steps make them easy 
to understand and use in new ways. CLICK HERE to 
read inside.

MEET THE INFINITE YOU—8 Step Master 
Roadmap to Personal Freedom. (Online Course)

Do your “wants” keep getting mixed up with your “not-
wants”? If so, check out this self-paced online course. 
Get to know ALL aspects of your glorious self—
conscious and subconscious—so they work 
together in creating the life you came here to live.

1-ON-1 SESSION with Glenn Younger.

Let me show you the doorway to your deepest desires.

That’s a big statement, I know. But when you feel the vibes on 
deeper levels and I show you how to open up a conversation 
directly with your Divine Soul, you can cut through years of 
past conditioning faster than a hot knife can cut through butter. 
To quote Patrizia Cristoferi, a client, “It absolutely changed my 
past.   There's a mental memory, but no longer a negative 
emotional one.”  CLICK HERE to find out more.

AMAZON

CLICK HERE to find out more.
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ABOUT GLENN YOUNGER

Glenn Younger’s passion is helping ordinary people 
lead extraordinarily happy lives.  


Her message is how to consciously live the power 
of Unconditional Love. Transform past conditioning 
the easy way. Create the Earth experience you 
came here to live. With a smile on your face to 
boot.


In short: Send your Inner Critic on permanent 
vacation. Because you can.


With a Ph.D in trial and error of working with 
practical spirituality for over 30 years, she knows 
first-hand how to transform the voice of your Inner 
Critic into the emotional freedom that lifts the 
weight of self-imposed limitations. 


She’s traveled to over 90 countries… won awards as a professional actress…
inspired as a motivational speaker… formed her own Theater Company…and after 
living 20 years in Italy, now splits her time between the Renaissance beauty of 
northern Italy and the modern day verve of the US. 


Add on her experience of working with individuals and groups, she’s able to distill 
the immensity of Unconditional Love into a simplicity that’s fun, practical, and 
concrete.


The only passport you need is an open heart. All visas are extended to open minds. 
The pilot is your own Divine Soul knowing. You can leave your baggage behind and 
skip those pesky TSA checks.
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